Weak Notrump Use Defend Against Coffin
what’s standard? by david lindop - audrey grant - bb better 15 vol. 11, no. 5 bridge may /june 2007 with
an even stronger hand, we can double and then jump in notrump. of course, the stronger we are, the more
likely partner has a very weak leading against notrump contracts - bb better 14 vol. 14, n o. 1 bridge
september /o ctober 2009 this series is based on grant standard, a set of conventions and agreements that are
in popular use today, such as 15-17 1nt openings, five-card majors, and weak two- the cappelletti
(hamilton) convention - the cappelletti (hamilton) convention the cappelletti convention is a defense
method, used in either the direct (2nd) seat or in the balancing (4th) seat, following an opening bid of
1-notrump by an opponent is a system of bids which enables the opposition to compete, or at the very least,
interfere following the opponent’s inverted minor raises - omaha bridge - 1 inverted minor raises the
treatment termed inverted minor raises refers to the practice of reversing the normal meaning of raises after
partner's has opened the bidding with one of a rules of bridge - omaha bridge - 1 various “rules” of bridge
as a bridge player you are probably acquainted with several of the so-called ‘rules’ of bridge. there are several
different kinds so you may find the term ‘rule’
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